Upcoming Events

UNI Varsity Glee Club Christmas Variety Shows
Friday-Saturday, December 1-2
Great Hall, GBPAC

Spotlight Series: UNI Holiday Concert
Tuesday, December 5 at 7:30 p.m.
Great Hall, GBPAC

The School of Music Calendar of Events is available online at music.uni.edu/events.

In consideration of the performers and other members of the audience, please enter or leave a performance at the end of a composition. Cameras and recording equipment are not permitted. Please turn off all electronic devices, and be sure that all emergency contact cell phones and pagers are set to silent or vibrate. In the event of an emergency, please use the exit nearest to you. Please contact the usher staff if you need assistance.

This event is free to all UNI students, courtesy of the Panther Pass Program.

The University of Northern Iowa honors the ancestral stewards of the land on which our university rests. Through the work we do every day to live our mission, the University of Northern Iowa aspires for you to see a community that: honors Native and Indigenous People and culture, lives the 7th Generation Principle, does good for the people and communities we serve, and embraces stewardship of our mission and land. Please see our full stewardship statement at president.uni.edu/stewardship-statement.

Performances like this are made possible through private support from patrons like you! Please consider contributing to School of Music scholarships or guest artist programs. Call 319-273-3915 or visit www.uni.edu/music to make your gift.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

-SPOTLIGHT SERIES-

UNI CHORUSES

UNI Choirs featuring
UNI Varsity Glee Club
The Cecilians
UNI Concert Chorale

John Wiles, conductor
Emily Clouser, Shakhrom Murodov, & Tyler Snodgrass, piano
Nash Ryder, violin

Friday, October 27, 2023, 7:30 p.m.                 Great Hall, Gallagher Bluedorn
PROGRAM

Gloria ............................................Randol Bass

Megan Bennet, trumpet; Kate McAlister, trumpet;
Morgan Stumpf, horn; Owen Weimer, trombone;
Mason Bush, tuba; Aiden Endres, percussion;
Jessica Herron, percussion; Emily Clouser, piano

Ave Maria ........................................Franz Biebl

Bonk’ Abaphandle ..................arr. Michael Barrett & Mbuso Ndlovu

Aiden Endres, djembe

Varsity Glee Club

Singkap Siakem .................................Tracy Wong

Cantate Domino ..............................Giovanni Croce

arr. Kathleen Henson

They May Tell You ............................Andrea Ramsey

Piano Sonata 14 in C# Minor, op. 27, no. 2 ...Ludwig van Beethoven

I. Adagio sostenuto

Because ......................................arr. Maryanne Muglia

Shakhrom Murodov, piano

My Soul’s Been Anchored in the Lord ...............Moses Hogan

The Cecilians

I Love My Love ..................................Gustav Holst

When She Loved Me ...........................arr. Maryanne Muglia

Ancient Prairie ...............................Ēriks Ešenvalds

Nash Ryder, violin

Elijah Rock ........................................Moses Hogan

Concert Chorale

Tenor 1
Evann Adams
Matthew Anderson
Spencer Anderson
Aaron Copic
Dominic Hammel
Peter Holden
Keelan Hunter
Elijah Jacobs
Garrett Lamp
Pierson Lee
Davis Manternach
Lance Reicks
Ben Richardson
Joey Trainer

Brady Van Waardhuizen
Nick Wallestad
Dylan Winkler

Tenor 2
Chase Burbridge
Carter Bush
Brayden Butler
Kai Cowell
Quentyn Dennis
Connor Doyle
Dylan Eyestone
Nicholas Fox
Aidan Grafft
Will Krueger
Benjamin Lumley
Austin Meeker
John Nelson
Cade Parker
Neil Ramirez
Tate Steig
Chase Sternhagen
Brock Trenkamp
Seth Yoders

Baritone
Adrian Benson
Ryan Carlin
Luke Clewell
AJ Gibson
Trevor Goulding
Noah Hartman
Caleb Hommez
Nicholas Huinker
Treyton Hulbert

Adam Johnson
Ty Kelderman
Steven Klabunde
Grant Kramer
Micaiah Krutsinger
Akira Lopez
Jackson Minton
Gabe Mueller
Luke Nelson
David Nyogushina
Ben Oswald
Logan Roach
Gabriel Salazar
Aidan Venzon
Ethan Ver Helst
Brandon Wellman
Kyle Williams

Bass
Mikael Anderson
Dan Bennett
Jack Border
Jeremiah Brown
Aaron Burger
Nick Camp
Kaleb Carda
Nick Chen
Braxton Cross
Dallas DeNeve
Noah Elgatian
Jacob Erickson
Noah Fredericksen
Caleb Gehle
Jake Gochenouer
Evan Heggen
Ken Hunt
Aidan Jones
Parker Lehman
Paul Marlow
Ethan Marshall
Jacob Maurer
Connor McGinnis
Aidan McMahon
Caleb Murra
Hunter Philpott
Boyd Scanlan
Parker Sjomeling
Isaac Thornton
Jon Turner
Kolten Webber

UNI Varsity Glee Club

Tenor 1
Evann Adams
Matthew Anderson
Spencer Anderson
Aaron Copic
Dominic Hammel
Peter Holden
Keelan Hunter
Elijah Jacobs
Garrett Lamp
Pierson Lee
Davis Manternach
Lance Reicks
Ben Richardson
Joey Trainer

Brady Van Waardhuizen
Nick Wallestad
Dylan Winkler

Tenor 2
Chase Burbridge
Carter Bush
Brayden Butler
Kai Cowell
Quentyn Dennis
Connor Doyle
Dylan Eyestone
Nicholas Fox
Aidan Grafft
Will Krueger
Benjamin Lumley
Austin Meeker
John Nelson
Cade Parker
Neil Ramirez
Tate Steig
Chase Sternhagen
Brock Trenkamp
Seth Yoders

Baritone
Adrian Benson
Ryan Carlin
Luke Clewell
AJ Gibson
Trevor Goulding
Noah Hartman
Caleb Hommez
Nicholas Huinker
Treyton Hulbert

Adam Johnson
Ty Kelderman
Steven Klabunde
Grant Kramer
Micaiah Krutsinger
Akira Lopez
Jackson Minton
Gabe Mueller
Luke Nelson
David Nyogushina
Ben Oswald
Logan Roach
Gabriel Salazar
Aidan Venzon
Ethan Ver Helst
Brandon Wellman
Kyle Williams

Bass
Mikael Anderson
Dan Bennett
Jack Border
Jeremiah Brown
Aaron Burger
Nick Camp
Kaleb Carda
Nick Chen
Braxton Cross
Dallas DeNeve
Noah Elgatian
Jacob Erickson
Noah Fredericksen
Caleb Gehle
Jake Gochenouer
Evan Heggen
Ken Hunt
Aidan Jones
Parker Lehman
Paul Marlow
Ethan Marshall
Jacob Maurer
Connor McGinnis
Aidan McMahon
Caleb Murra
Hunter Philpott
Boyd Scanlan
Parker Sjomeling
Isaac Thornton
Jon Turner
Kolten Webber
Cecilians

Soprano 1
Grace Allred
Alexia Carmenino
Ely Carlson
Caeley Coady
Olivia DeGeeter
Me’Lisa Dudley
Callie Garcia
Daria Gramotievieva
Andrea Grundon
Kennedy Kisling
Shannon Marley
Emma Martinson
Rachel Miner
Brooke Peterson
Sophia Peterson
Annika Poeppe
Emily Reeser
Shoshanah Schondelmeyer
Andie Seberger
Emily Waldon
Skyler White
Elise White

Alto 1
Sadie Blomberg
Katherine Czarnik
Erin Epperson
Lily Ford
Alyssa Gauss
Karissa Howard
Sophia Jensen
Emma Kacer
Katelyn Kivela
Zoe Krenz
Darby Lake
Lauren Lorentzen
Sydney Mast
Tara McCaslen
Molly Moorhead
Abby Murty
Tegan Owens
Hayley Roorda
Grace Schoening
Chloe Shaw
Chloe Traver
Kate Utrle
Kassidy Van Der Brink
Breanna Young

Alto 2
Geneva Bell
Serena Bogenrief
Tatum Carstine
Natalie Clark
Jayden Daugherty
Peyton Deuemeyer
Eli Diulio
Destiny Dixon
Violet Eggert
Baelyn Ensor
Candace Holsington
Hannah Johnson
Neah McGovern
Maddy Moen
Ella Olander
Grace Pratt
Kristen Rosauer
Akela Salter
Caroline Schaefer
Anna Singelstad
Easton Steffen
Annisten Trenkamp
Olivia Walley
Acelia Watts
Sydney Welte
Claire Widmer

Concert Chorale

Soprano
Aleigha Ausman
Katelyn Bakker
Sydney Barton
Caeley Coady
Julia Fink
Lili Fischer
Zephy Forsyth
Emma Gardner
Kilynn Hitchings
Lillian Kallenberger
Emma Malmberg
Alison Meagher
Ana Molano
Elliana Nelson
Skye Rhoten
Adelyn Sittig

Alto
Emily Brennorn
Ruthellen Brooks
Emily Carlo
Emily Clouser
Mattie Dooley
Abigail Edlemnon
Braelyn Ensor
Eileen Gavin
Emma Hawkinson
Karl Jirava
Jamie Knox
Darby Lake
Essie Riker
Calista Rowe
Akela Salter
Davan Smith
Sydney Tucker
Lorelei Walker
Emalee Warren
Grace Welveart

Tenor
Matthew Anderson
Spencer Anderson
Samuel Bast
Aaron Copic
Bryson Grove
Juan Morales
Brennan Regan
Matthew Richardson
Logan Stapp
Isaac Ullestad
Luke Walter

Bass
Marcos Antunez
Adrian Benson
Noah Britten
Kaleb Carda
Travis Dodd
Noah Fredericksen
Noah Hartman
Jacob Hennager
Gage Juhl
Micaiah Krutsinger
Nathan Lollar
Jackson Minton
Gabe Mueller
Tyler Snodgrass
Brock Trenkamp
Jon Turner
Gabe Wagner

choirs.uni.edu